ESTIMATES FOR THE EIGENVALUES OF INFINITE MATRICES
FULTON KOEHLER l Introduction* In most of the self-ad joint differential eigenvalue problems occurring in mathematical physics we are concerned with finding the extremal values of the quotient of two integro-differential quadratic forms in a certain space of admissible functions. By setting up a suitable basis in this space the problem can be reduced to that of finding the extremal values of a quotient of the form (aX, X)/(βX, X), where a and β are infinite symmetric matrices and X is a vector. The ordinary Rayleigh-Ritz method of approximating the solutions of the latter problem is to replace the infinite matrices a = (a ί} )T and β=φ ίj )? by their finite sections α n =(α ίJ )? and β n =(b u )?. The extremal values of the quotient (a n X n , X n )l(β n X n , X n ), where X n is an n dimensional vector, are the roots λ of the equation (1) άet(a n -λβ n ) = 0 , and these are taken as approximations to the first n solutions of the original problem. If the roots of (1) are denoted by λl with Λ?I>Λ?" '^λl, then for any fixed k, λl increases monotonically with n and its limit as n-+c& is the kth. eigenvalue of the original problem. It should be stated here that the quotient of integro-differential quadratic forms in the original problem is taken as the reciprocal of the usual Rayleigh quotient so that the eigenvalues are all bounded.
If we let (2) ; fc =limtf , is the unit matrix. Let X ( " d be the orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues λ n k as defined above. Let numbers ε n and (> n be defined by
In general the exact values of the right-hand members of (3) and (4) will not be available, and for this reason we define e n and (> n as merely upper bounds for these quantities. The more closely these upper bounds can be estimated, the better will be the subsequent estimates of the eigenvalues. For the effectiveness of the method it is necessary that the values of ε n and p n can be made arbitrarily small for n sufficiently large. One method of defining f> n is to take it as an upper bound for
( Σ Σ ah) ^n those cases where the latter series converges. A \ ί=»w + l j = n + l / different method is given in the example of § 6. We shall adopt the convention that, if X is a vector, (x.)? 9 then X n stands for the ^-dimensional vector (#,•)?. Let k<,n<^ N. By the minimax principle, (5) ;,f=minmax (^\^) , (X N , Z7f) = O, i = l, 2, ...,fc-t .
Choose the vector f/ ? so that its first n components are equal respectively to those of X ( i r> and its remaining components are zero. Let
The last step is justified by use of the maximum principle for the first term of the numerator and the Schwarz inequality for the second term. The quantity on the right side of this inequality is the larger root λ of the equation The inequality (6) (or 6a) makes it possible to obtain arbitrarily close bounds for λ k by taking n sufficiently large. Better estimates for λ h can be obtained if one makes full use of the available data, namely λl and X£ n) . With these it is possible to transform a into an equivalent matrix (one having the same eigenvalues) a^ίcίi)), where
and the vectors X^ are orthonormal. Let (7) ε nk^( Σ S^Y' 2 (fe-1, 2, ..-,77,).
\j = w + l /
If any one of the numbers e n7c is equal to zero, then the corresponding eigenvalue Γ k of a n is actually an eigenvalue of a and the kth. row and column of a can be deleted before proceeding with any further calculations. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that all the numbers ε nk appearing in subsequent formulas are different from zero.
Apply (5) 
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The reciprocals of these will be the extremal values
in the space J? consisting of all functions y(x) with sectionally continuous first derivatives and with y(0)=y(l)^=0. As a basis for this space we take 2 sin nπx nπ (rc=l, 2, and let
where a=(a it )Γ, β=φ ί1 )T, X=(%i)Γ, so the problem is reduced to one of the type for which the estimates of the last section apply. 4, Returning to the general problem, let us assume that, by a preliminary transformation, the matrices a and β are already diagonalized in the n x n upper left-hand corner that is, that
Let the bounds μ n and e nk be defined by (4) and (7) (with a kj replaced by a kJ ): In addition let bounds δ nk and r n be defined by (10) ^^{^blή (fc = l, 2, ...
We assume that all these bounds exist, that (12) r n >±P nk ,
and that e nhj -\-δ nk φ0 (k=l, 2, •••, n) (see remark following (7)). By the minimax principle with k<^n<^N, = min max (^) =0, i=l, 2, . , fc-1 .
Proceeding as before, let UΊ be the vector whose ΐth component is 1 and whose remaining components are zero. Then (12) is equivalent to the positive deίiniteness of the denominator of the last expression. Hence, λζ and therefore λ k , cannot exceed the largest root λ of the equation (13) 0
which is the same thing as the largest root of the equation
To analyze the location of the largest root of (13a), let . This root is the upper bound which we obtain for λ k .
Let us now assume that (14) r n Xt-~pn>,a>® for all n sufficiently large, and that n Then, for any ε_>0, and for n sufficiently large, ψ{)'lΛ-e)<^r n (X%Λ-e)~p n and so the largest root of (13) or (13a) is less than ^-f-e. Therefore, (14) and (15) are sufficient to ensure that the method gives arbitrarily close bounds on λ k , for any k, by taking n sufficiently large.
5. To illustrate the method of the last section let us consider the problem : .0301791
.1199722
We now apply the method of the last section with n=2. Since the matrix a is of diagonal form, e, t and e aa may be taken as zero and p. A may be taken as the maximum of the elements a u (i]>3), namely c^-.0073 9145. Hence, 6. In conclusion we shall show how the method would work on the two dimensional problem of an oscillating square membrane of variable density namely,
where R is the region 0<C#<l, 0<^?/<Cl> ^^s ^n e boundary n ' and g is a nonnegative function with the derivative g xy sectionally continuous in R where In order to show that the method will give arbitrarily close estimates of the eigenvalues, we must show that the quantity defined in (4) can be determined and made arbitrarily small, and that X 2 a h can i=lj=n+l be made arbitrarily small by taking n sufficiently large. The estimate p n can be managed by noting that (4) where C, and C, are absolute constants.
